Neutron structure of subtilisin BPN': effects of chemical environment on hydrogen-bonding geometries and the pattern of hydrogen-deuterium exchange in secondary structure elements.
The neutron structure of subtilisin BPN' has been refined and analyzed at 2.0-A resolution. The structure studied was a mutant variant of subtilisin, Met222----Gln, and was used because large, uninhibited crystals could be grown, which was not the case for the native molecule. Comparison of the structure with that of the native molecule indicated that the two structures are essentially the same. Using the capability of the neutron method to locate hydrogen and deuterium atoms, the protonation states of the six histidine residues were assigned. The active site histidine, His64, was found to be neutral at the pH of the analysis (pH 6.1). This group has an unexpectedly low pKa compared to assignments made by other techniques. The altered pKa of the group could result from electrostatic effects of other molecules in the crystal lattice. The dihedral conformations of a majority of the hydroxyl rotors were assigned. The preferred orientation was trans (180 degrees) with the other two low-energy conformers (60 degrees, 300 degrees) about equally populated. For the serines, about 21% of the hydroxyls act exclusively as H-bond acceptors and 37% as H-bond donors, and in 42% the group functions as both. The experimentally observed dihedral conformations were compared to predicted conformations based on calculated energy criteria and showed a strong correspondence. Deviation from low-energy states could usually be explained by local electrostatic effects. The hydrogen exchange pattern of subtilisin identified the beta-sheet and alpha-helix secondary structure elements to be the most resistant to exchange. Fifty-five percent of the peptide amide hydrogens were fully exchanged, 15% unexchanged, and 30% partially exchanged. The largest concentration of unexchanged sites was in the seven-stranded parallel beta-sheet, in which there were 11 fully protected groups. Little correlation was found between H-bond length and angle and a peptide group's susceptibility toward exchange. Of the five alpha-helices the most protected from exchange is the one defined by residues 224-236. The pattern of exchange identifies regions in this helix where the H-bonding regularity is disrupted.